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12.1 An Accelerating Section for a Low Energy X-ray Beam
by J.BaJrik, K.Gryn, EJakubowska, W.Wolski PL0001617

An accelerating section for 4 MV X-ray beam has
been built at the Establishment for Nuclear
Equipment. The main parts of the section are: a side-
cavity-coupled standing wave accelerating structure of
the 273.5 mm length, an electron gun with a tungsten
impregnated cathode of the 3.4 diameter, a tungsten
target, a waveguide window and an internal cooling
system. The total length of the section is 391.2 mm.

The accelerating structure itself is a vacuum-tight unit,
because all cavities of the accelerating structure,
including tuning elements and internal cooling system,
are brazed. At present, the section is tested with a
2 MW magnetron.
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12.2 The Obtainment of the Certificate which Confirms the Agreement between the
Quality Assuring System ZdAJ and PN ISO 9001 Standard
by R.Kielsznia

In December 1999 ZdAJ obtained the Certificate
issued by Certifying Office TUV CERT TUV
RHEILAND EUROQUA KFT stating that
Establishment for Nuclear Equipment has introduced
and uses the Quality Assuring System in the scope of
designing, development, installation and servicing of
medical devices producing ionizing radiation and of
accompanying appliances, in accordance with PN ISO
9001 Standard.

Before the Certificate was granted, documentation
of Quality System including the Book of Quality, 26
Systemic Procedures and 8 Systemic Instructions has

been worked out and put into practice in the
Establishment for Nuclear Equipment. The certificate
enables ZdAJ to sell produced medical devices in the
country and constitutes a base for the work on
documentation and introduction of ISO 46001
Standard: "Quality Systems - medical devices -
special requirements in applying PN ISO 9001
Standard". Eventually Certificate makes possible to
work on getting the European safety mark CE for the
produced medical units and sell them on the market of
European Union.
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12.3 Requirements for the Mechanical Construction and Steering of 6/15 Mv
Accelerator
by J.Pracz, L.Kotulski, E.Jankowski

Basing on the calculations of physical phenomena
in accelerator the requirements for mechanical
construction and controlling units of 6/15 Mv
accelerator were worked out. The detailed functional
scheme of supervising and steering were elaborated.
The entrance/exit parameters were defined for most of
electric and electronic units. It enabled to calculate the
specific features of these units. The accelerator's base,

accelerator's bearing construction, turning system and
arm were designed. Two possibilities of placing the
installation system were foreseen: directly on the wall
of the bunker or on a stand fastened to the floor of the
bunker. This allows for flexibility in installation
according to the needs in therapeutic accommodations.


